Editorial

Dear Colleagues:


Our society faces challenges, requiring innovative solutions: Returning to growth and to higher levels of employment, combating climatic changes and using our natural resources more wisely, are grand challenges that also provide powerful opportunities for manufacturing. Economies, around the world, need to move towards strategies based on innovation.

The 45th CIRP CMS 2012 provides an international forum for the exchange scientific knowledge and industrial experience, regarding innovation for the Manufacturing of the Future. Through the CIRP Conferences on Manufacturing Systems academia and industry address research, education and dissemination issues, related to manufacturing.


We wish to acknowledge the members of the International Program Committee for having devoted their time to making this event successful. Finally, we thank YOU for your participation, and hope that you find your interactions with this community to be an enriching experience.

Professor G. Chryssolouris
Professor D. Mourtzis
Laboratory for Manufacturing Systems and Automation (LMS)
Chairs, 45th CIRP CMS 2012
45th CIRP Conference on Manufacturing Systems 2012
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Abstract

Because fluctuations in demand will increase in future, producing companies will have to adapt their available capacity regularly, always taking the total production costs into account. In practice, planning of available capacity is being realised without a comprehensive evaluation of changeover costs of total costs. The aim of the presented approach is to support companies in choosing an adequate strategy for a least-cost and harmonized capacity adjustment in the short- and medium-term planning horizon. This also represents a first step towards a new planning approach, enabling not only the systematic utilization of flexibilities of orders, but also of manufacturing resources.
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1. Introduction

Over the last years, high fluctuation in demand forced companies to adjust their capacities gradually. According to many experts, this phenomenon will show a significant increase [1]. Due to increasing globalization of business competition and demand, companies will have to adapt their capacity level to the customer demand more often, while giving full thought to efficient cost structures.

SMEs (=small and medium sized enterprises) in particular are going to face greater challenges, since they are more vulnerable to “cost-pressure”, because of their relatively insignificant market-share [2]. In addition, they are strongly limited in taking actions and adjusting a different strategy, due to their narrowed and confined financial and human resources [3]. This hypothesis was confirmed through a survey in machinery and plant engineering industry, conducted and carried out by Grundmann und Reinisch [4].

Since one can expect that fluctuations in demand cannot be levelled totally [5], those turbulences have to be handled somehow [6]. This shows that a continuous adaption of production volume and mix is necessary to fulfil the requirements of the international markets [7].

2. Problem Statement

The capacity adjustment mainly deals with deciding and planning problems which have to consider different adaption strategies on given fluctuations in demand. In practice, capacity planning is supported by IT, whereby ERP-systems (=Enterprise Resource Planning systems) are the most used and common ones. ERP-systems use MRP II (= Manufacturing Resource Planning) Logic, in which under-utilized resources or unfulfilled customer orders are visualized and then manually and iteratively optimized [8]. Therefore, the short and medium term capacity planning strongly depends on the experience and ability of the responsible employees. Hence, the achievement of a global optimum is very unlikely. Furthermore the planning process takes place without the consideration of adjustment costs, and as a result without a total cost analysis. In addition, there is no outline of all possible capacity adjustment measures. To
find an appropriate solution (a global optimum) under these general conditions, a decision support system for manufacturing companies will be developed.

3. State-of-the-art

3.1. Adjustments related to demand fluctuation

How to react on fluctuations in demand is dependent from different parameters, e.g. storage costs, shelf life of products, accuracy of demand forecasts, liquidity of the company, quantity of product variants, and of course the flexibility of each resource [9]. Therefore, it is obvious that the flexibility of a company is not only a function of its ability to shift working hours, but is influenced by multiple parameters.

Buzacott has listed capacity adjustment measures and points out that each of those depends from its situational applicability for capacity levelling and likewise from the measures’ related costs [10], but there is no assistance in choosing the right capacity measure. Other authors [11], [12] define capacity adjustment measures more detailed, but they do not deliver selection criteria as well. In comparison to that, Asl and Ulsoy [13] have presented approaches to the capacity management problem based on Markov decision process and feedback control. In this approaches, the decision process itself is focussed, but neither the calculation of adaption costs and adjustment measures nor a practical application in a decision support system.

The concept of capacity envelopes, which is discussed by many different authors [14-18], seems the most promising approach for defining the ideal capacity adaption strategy. In this concept, the x-axis represents the reaction time or the minimum installation time respectively. The y-axis represents the capacity level and shows especially additional or less capacity caused by a certain adaption measure. By interleaving envelope curves of all possible measures for capacity adjustment of a working system, flexibility profiles can be generated. They show the maximum capacity adjustment ability of a production system, but do not factor the related costs.

The existing scientific literature does not deal with operative short and medium term capacity planning in detail; therefore there is no support for identifying the adaption strategy which causes the lowest overall costs. Although an interesting modelling approach for evaluating capacity flexibilities in uncertain markets was presented by Zaeh and Mueller [19]. This approach focuses on evaluating the configuration of Value Streams by their ability to handle the expected market volatility. Furthermore it calculates which changes in fixed costs or profit occurs if different investment strategies or process changes are applied. Therefore, it can be used as a decision support system in long term capacity planning.

Currently, the medium term capacity planning gets along with capacity corridors. The capacity of a resource can be adjusted within such a corridor; exceeding manufacturing orders are shifted [20]. Furthermore, general selection criteria to adapt capacities to the demand cannot be found. However, Gottschalk [15] claims that a sufficient understanding for flexibility at all production stages and a detailed capacity planning lay a foundation for successful capacity adjustments.

In operational practice, capacity planning is generally done with capacity and PPS (= Production Planning and Scheduling) - software’s. They are used for staff planning and complete resource planning and are usually integrated in ERP-systems. Generally, they support the flexibility of companies by considering costs in planning. However, adjustment costs are not observed. Some examples are:

- Production von abas [22].
- Fast/pro [23].
- enviso optiCAP [24].
- GANTTPLAN [25].
- WINLine PROD [26].

SAP APO (Advanced Planning and Optimizer) is the production planning component within the mySAP SCM solution. It is probably the most used planning and optimization tool for customer order processing and therefore a closer look is appropriate. It contains 7 modules, whereby Production Planning and Detailed Scheduling (PP/DS) has the biggest relevance for the topic of this paper. Generally, it delivers feasible schedules, optimizes order sequences under consideration of resource capacities, set-up and delay costs, and also matches customer demand with free capacities along the supply chain. However, capacities are treated as fixed constraints and are only adaptable manually.
4. Aim of this paper

As mentioned in the introduction, increase in demand fluctuations force manufacturing companies to adjust their capacities on a day to day basis. Based on this challenge it is aimed to support companies by developing a decision support system that recommends an appropriate capacity adjustment strategy at optimal cost. This strategy consists of a package of measurements to adjust capacities in the short and medium term planning horizon. In this way it is ensured that the user considers all possible adjustment measures and all flexibility measures are evaluated and compared under total cost aspects. The selection of the appropriate mix of measures is supported by an optimization algorithm.

In the scientific literature capacity balancing is divided into capacity levelling and capacity adjustment. Capacity levelling takes place, at least in the short term planning, prior to capacity adjustments. It represents a first try to adapt the demand to the available production capacity in terms of time, technology and quantity [27-29].

In the following, the solution only concentrates on capacity adjustments and assumes that all possibilities of capacity levelling have been used to full extend. Furthermore, the idea bases on the “new perspective in PPS” [6], while the question is: “What do we have to do in operations – regarding capacities and material availability – to fulfil each order in time?” Hence, the actuating variable in order management is not the order release, but rather the variable level of capacity [30].

5. Solution

Within an internally financed research project, a functional model of a reaction system for capacity adjustment at optimal cost was developed (see fig. 1). The fundamental elements of this system are the following:

![Fig. 1: Model of the reaction system](image)

5.1. Analysing forecast data to identify fluctuation type

At first, forecast data is analyzed and classified in terms of fluctuation. In general, accurate demand forecasts provide the basis for developing a cost-efficient capacity adjustment strategy. It is essential to forecast the trend of demand, but likewise the uncertainty of demand. In literature, forecasting methods are sufficiently discussed [31-33]. To get a valid forecast, it is crucial to use data from different sources, e.g. as cleared and not-cleared production orders, planned orders and long-term forecasts (see Fig. 2: ). Demand trends can be classified based on its character (e.g. seasonal fluctuations or peaks) and are relevant indicators for strategic and long term capacity adjustments. [34].

![Fig. 2: Overlapping of different types of data-sources](image)
5.2. Comparison of forecast and actual load data with the initial configuration

The comparison of forecast and actual load data with the initial configuration serves as a position check. If there is no deviation between capacity demand and available capacity in the initial configuration, no further measures have to be implemented. If there is deviation in capacity, the next step has to be executed.

5.3. Define and parameterize the degrees of freedom

To conceive and illustrate the flexibility of a resource, it helps to classify the degrees of freedom of a resource in terms of feasible capacity adjustments (see Fig. 3:).

**Methods to increase capacity**
- Temporary overtime
- Temporary additional shift
- Permanent additional shift
- Purchase new production facility
- Increase of working hours in production facility or in administration
- Temporary outsourcing
- Adjustment of production processes to reduce capacities
- Fully automated shift

**Methods to reduce capacity**
- Temporary reduction of working hours
- Shift off / closure days
- Reduction of employees (direct/indirect)
- Permanent reduction of shifts
- Disinvestment of production facilities
- Reduction of efficiency/performance rate of production facilities
- Adjustment of production processes to reduce capacities
- Closing down production facility

**Fig. 3: Degrees of freedom in terms of capacity adjustments**

In case of application, possible measures for capacity adjustment have to be determined and parameterized appropriately. The relevant parameters are:

**Cost aspects**
- Implementation costs
- Fixed costs per time unit
- Costs per capacity unit
- Costs of capacity reduction

**Time aspects**
- Duration to first employment
- Duration until 100% workload
- Max. workload
- Min. workload
- Retreat duration to starting level
- Recovery Time

**Scale aspects**
- Max. increase of capacity [total]
- Max. increase of capacity [unit]
- Min. increase of capacity [unit]

**Fig. 4: Relevant parameters for a cost-optimal capacity adjustment**

5.4. Mapping of demanded and available capacity under consideration of degrees of freedom

The parameters of the previous step can be used for the illustration of capacity envelope curves [14-18]. By overlapping these envelope curves, one can identify a maximum capacity corridor, which outlines the flexibility of this (sub-)system. In this step, capacity is inspected in terms of fulfilment of demand. If the maximum capacity corridor is exceeded or undercut, further measures for capacity adjustments have to be defined. A repetition of step 3 is recommended, to find new or alternative measures for capacity adjustments with a higher impact.

5.5. Selection of the appropriate level of capacity and profile

To reduce costs, an appropriate capacity level will be chosen, whereby a valid measure mix leads to fulfillment in demand. Similar problems have been already solved [35]. However, the larger amount of degrees of freedom requires a new and specific model. For finding a solution, discretisation was executed and all occurring values have been set as steady within a time range. The basic approach is described in the following: For every interval in time Ti,i = 1,...,N and every capacity adaption measure Mk,k = 1,...,R we define a decision variable 

\[ X_{Mki,i} = 1,...,N; \ k = 1,...,R \]

We combine the variables X Mki,i = 1,...,N; k = 1,...,R to a matrix X. By introducing additional auxiliary variables, we can formulate a linear optimization problem:

Find X in the area D with

\[ c * X = \min \ X \ \text{within} \ D \]

\[ A * X \leq b \]

\[ A_{eq} * X = beq. \]

The entries of the matrix X evoke certain measures in certain intensity to a certain point of time. c is a cost vector whose values represent the costs for a single capacity unit for each measure. A and Aeq are matrices. The (in)equations (2) and (3) define the acceptable area of the minimizing problem, which results from the restrictions given. Due to the fact that some variables have to be integer, it is a mixed integer linear programming problem.
5.6. Definition of transformation measures

The optimal solution defines the capacity adjustment strategy at optimal cost and delivers a package of capacity adaption measures for each period and resource. Finally, a corresponding action plan has to be worked out and implemented by the responsible.

6. Application Example

In order to evaluate the approach, the cost centre milling of a mechanical engineering company was chosen. According to the approach, described in chapter 5, the forecast-data was analyzed and compared with the initial situation. As no basic trend in the demand has been identified, the possible adjustment measures, the so-called degrees of freedom, have been identified and parameterized based on machine hour rate calculations, governmental regulations (maximum overtime and shift models) and outsourcing contracts. The adjustment measures, chosen for further calculations, have been overtime, alternative shift models and outsourcing.

By applying the optimization method as described in chapter 5.5, a capacity adaption strategy was derived. The final level of capacity, which was elaborated considering all given restrictions, is illustrated in Error! Reference source not found. The green dashed line represents the available capacity as a result of the planning process. Due to the given restrictions, many phases with over-capacity occur. It can be assumed, that there is still room for improvement and further adjustment measures have to be considered to be able to adapt to the demand need optimally. These could be under-time or eventually finished goods storage.

7. Summary and prospect

Results so far provide a standardised procedure, including related tools to conceive, to parameterize and to visualize degrees of freedom in terms of capacity adjustments, and consequently a procedure to find a cost-optimal capacity adjustment strategy. The existing weaknesses in the results will be eliminated in the ongoing work.

Funding for a research project, in which a fully ERP-integrated decision support system for capacity adjustment will be developed, has just been granted. This decision support system will surpass existing solutions in ERP and MES (=Manufacturing Execution Systems) -systems and improve short and medium term capacity planning.

Fig. 5: Level of capacity at minimized costs in the cost centre milling
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